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Xilisoft Audio Converter provides an easy and completed way to convert between popular
audio formats such as convert M4A to MP3, AAC to MP3. More audio formats including 
WMA, WAV, FLAC, OGG, APE, MP2, VQF are supported to convert as well. The audio
converter also can convert video formats to mainstream audio such as the conversion from 
MP4 to MP3.

The functions of editing and reserving the ID3 tags will make management of the music much
easier. Using latest and stable technique, the audio converter offers you most audio decoders
and encoders for different needs. With very simple settings, all audio conversion process is
faster and easier beyond your expectation!

Convert audio among almost all formats like MP3, WMA, WAV, AAC, etc.
Extract music from videos like AVI, MPEG, MP4, WMV, etc.
Edit and reserve the music ID3 tags

key  features

Support large numbers of input formats

Convert audio format
As powerful audio converter software, it can convert audio among almost all formats
such as MP3, WMA, WAV, AAC, M4A, FLAC, OGG, etc.
Extract music from video
The program also supports converting video files including AVI, MPEG, MP4, WMV,
ASF, etc., to popular audio files.

Kinds of encoders & edit ID3 tag freely

Kinds of encoders
For satisfying different audio output formats, the audio converter software gives you
different audio encoders. Also, you can make more detailed settings for encoder such
as Bitrate, Bandwidth, Channels, etc.
ID3 tag
After audio converting, the software will help you reserve the ID3 tag in the original
files. And the ID3 tag information can be edited.

High speed and high music quality

Predigest your operation
Setting max simultaneous tasks will help you enhance efficiency, so you can save
time to do other things.
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Superior audio quality
Not only the software provides the fastest speed to convert audio, but also you will
gain outstanding music quality.
Four languages
There are four options of language for you to choose: English, German, Japanese,
and Chinese in the audio converter.

System Requirements

OS     Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later)
Processor     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM     256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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